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1. Born at the beginning of the century in Dublin, he has had his arm shot off, his head cut off, been shot in the
chest, had his feet run over, been burned almost to a crisp numerous times, and, in the Blood and Whiskey oneshot, was shot in the head, causing him to drive his truck into a canyon, all of which he recovered from. For ten
points, name this vampire, friend of preacher Jesse Custer?
Answer: Proinsias Cassidy
2. With its logo being the Golden Arc, this restaurant is suspiciously like McDonalds except its burgers come on
seedless buns. Even the name sounds alike. Their employee of the month is Akeem, who stopped Samuel L.
Jackson from robbing the store. His younger brother and good friend Semmi also works at the store. FTP name
this fast food establishment where King Jaffe Joffer's son, heir of Zamunda, finds his future queen.
Answer: McDowells
3. He was born Declan Patrick McManus in London, England on August 25, 1954. He began performing in
1969 and in 1972 he left school and began playing in folk clubs and pubs. He was part of the country-rock
group Flip City in London and worked as a computer operator at the Elizabeth Arden factory. Signed with Stiff
Records in 1977, his first album "My Aim is True" was released July that year. FTP name this singer of the 70s
and 80s who had such hits as "Watching the Detectives", "Mystery Dance", and "Radio Sweetheart".
Answer: Elvis Costello
4. A basic recipe for it combines sugar, lime juice, orange or pineapple juice, and dark rum. A multitude of
variations exist, though, some made with grenadine, cuar(ao, or red wine, or using only lime juice. For ten
points, name this Caribbean drink that could be a fruity refreshment for Mr. Peanut.
Answer: Planter's Punch
5. Chester was married to Jessica and Annie. Mary and Johnny adopted Danny. He had an affair with Annie,
Polly, and Gwen. Chuck and Bob had each other and Jodie had Dennis, Maggie, and Carol. Peter was lovers
with Corrine who was lovers with Dutch. Eunice was married to Dutch but had an affair with Congressman
McCallum. FTP name this soap opera starring Catherine Helmond that spawned Benson.
Answer: Soap
6. All-star Game MVP in 1981 and 1984, he passed up over 100 football scholarships to sign with the Expos,
and was surprised when they saw him as a catcher, not a shortstop. Traded to the Mets, he hit 24 homers to help
the Mets win the pennant in 86, drove in 3 runs in Games 3 and 4 of the World Series, and singled to ignite the
come-from-behind rally that won Game 6. For ten points name this baseball player, the original broadcaster of
the Marlins.
Answer: Gary Carter
7. This is the only part at the Disney World resort that was not opened on October 1. A rash of mysterious
deaths prior to the opening prompted Michael Eisner to inform Katie Couric that "Everybody Dies". FTP,
name this theme part that opened on April 22, 1997, the fourth major park in Disneyworld after the Magic
Kingdom, EPCOT and Disney-MGM Studios.
Answer: Disney's Animal Kingdom
8. This book begins with a helicopter being shot down before switching to a diplomatic reception in the St.
Catherine Hall in the Kremlin. It deals with the rivalry between Projects Tea Clipper and Brigpt Star, and ends
with the death of Colonel Filtov. FTP, name this Tom Clancy novel about a Russian spy that will probably
never be filmed.
Answer: The Cardinal of the Kremlin

[ 9. Their distillery in Loretto, Kentucky, fed by natural limestone springs, was the first to be designated a
National Historic Landmark. The mash substitutes wheat for rye, resulting in a smoother flavor. For ten points,
what is this spirit-maker, whose bourbon is identifiable by its red wax dipped seal?
Answer: Maker's Mark
10. Steve Goodman, who wrote this song, thought that it was the perfect country and western song, until he was
informed that it didn't say anything about Mama, or trains, or trucks, or prison, or getting drunk. So he added
this verse: "Well I was drunk the day my mom got out of prison! And I went to pick her up in the rain! But
before I could get to the station in my pick-up truck! She got runned over by a damned old train." FTP, name
this now perfect country and western song performed by David Allan Coe.
Answer: You Never Even Called Me By My Name
11. At the present time in continuity, three men have carried this mantle. The original was Jay Garrick, who
still lives, although he is retired from the superhero business. The present holder of the title, Wally West, was a
sidekick until the 2 nd incarnation was killed in the Crisis. For ten points, who is this super hero, whose power
comes from the mysterious Speed Force?
Answer: the Flash
12. Volume 1 includes the songs "Sex and Candy" by Marcy Playground and "Flagpole Sitta" by Harvey
Danger. Volume 3 includes "The Hardest Thing" by 98 Degrees and "What's My Age Again?" by Blink 182.
The newly released Volume 6 includes "Crazy For This Girl" by Evan and Jaron and "Hemorrhage (In My
Hands)" by Fuel. FTP, name this series of pop hit compilations with frequent contributions by the Backstreet
Boys, nSync, and Britney Spears.
Answer: Now That's What I Call Music
13. His cousin starred at Daytona Beach Mainland high school, but rather than play at neighboring Auburndale
HS, he transferred to Mount Zion Academy. He had an uneventful first two years in the NBA, but last year he
broke out in Toronto and this year became a superstar in Orlando. FTP, name this NBA star
Answer: Tracy McGrady
14. He first appeared in 1928, the last major character to appear in this series. He's not quite sure what he likes
to eat, but despite not eating, he is not small, because whatever his weight in pounds, shillings, and ounces, he
always seems bigger because of his bounces.
FTP, name this striped cat who is bouncy, trouncy, pouncy, flouncy, fun, fun, fun, fun, fun.
Answer: Tigger
15. There's one in Indiana, Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, and Texas but the burg in this question may not be in
any of those states, but it did host the Olympics. Founded on the right to marry ones cousin, they made the
worlds largest pizza, which resulted in their rivals burning down their City Hall. FTP name this town whose
inhabitants shop at the Speed-E-Mart, and drink at Joe's where they enjoy delicious Fudd beer.
Answer: Shelbyville
16. The cover of their first CD, Lemonade and Brownies, featured a nude Nicole Eggert. Their next CD cover
for their album Floored featured the members of the band in an old-fashioned pinball display setting. Their
latest CD features an overhead look of an inhabited swimming pool with a dog on the diving board. FTP, give
the name of this band whose album "14:59" features the songs Every Morning, She Falls Apart, and Someday.
Answer: Sugar Ray

" 17. Among this actor's roles are Pinocchio in a children's series; Sigmund Freud in the musical about his life, a
small role in "Outbreak 2: The Virus Takes Manhattan", one half of "Mac and Cheese" and Dr Drake Ramore
on "Days Of Our Lives". FTP name this struggling actor who failed at playing Al Pacino's butt double and
whose roommate was Chandler Bing on Friends.
Answer: Joey Tribiani (accept either) (prompt on Matt LeBlanc)
18. He was an ambulance driver in WWI that visited India for spiritual help and returned to Paris in "The
Razor's Edge". In "Little Shop of Horrors" he played Arthur Denton, and in "Hamlet" he played Polonius.
FTP name this actor who is better known as Bob Wiley who took his baby steps in 1991 and Peter Venkman in
"Ghostbusters" and "Ghostbusters II".
Answer: Bill Murray (Accept Larry Darrell before "Little Shop of Horrors")
19. He was born in Springfield on March 17, 1951. He played Bart in the movie "Superdad" but his first movie
credit was the Elvis flick "It Happened at the World Fair" in 1963. He later played Elvis on TV in 1979 and a
look alike in 2001 's "3000 Miles to Graceland". FTP name this man better known for starring in 3 great John
Carpenter Films - The Thing, Escape From NY and Big Trouble In Little China.
Answer: Kurt Russell
20. His biography was translated into Japanese and then back into English with the title "Macho Business
Donkey Wrestler". He wanted to build a 200 plus story tower with the largest disco and an underwater city but
both were unsuccessful. He ran for president to pick up chicks and interns can join his Rockin' Ranger Brigade.
FTP name this multimillion dollar owner ofWNYX News Radio, who lives in Fort Awesome, and who claims
to be Deep Throat.
Answer: Jimmy James
21. The name is the same: a song on the soundtrack of the movie "Above the Rim" with the lyrics, "Pleasure is
the treasure that the girl sells all day/ Pleasure is the reason she brings daddy his pay/ Dedicated to hoes,
dedicated for sho'." Also a song on the album "Volume 3: The Life and Times of Shawn Carter" with the lyrics,
"Heart colder than assassins, I got no passion! I got no patience, and I hate waitin' / So hoe get yo ass in here
and let's ride." FTP, give the similar names of these songs performed respectively by Tha Dogg Pound and Jay-

z.
Answer: Big Pimpin'
22. Written by Diane Warren, this Aerosmith song was nominated for worst song by the Razzies. It was their
first number one hit that stayed there for four weeks and was nominated for Best Song by the Academy Awards.
FTP name this song featuring Liv Tyler and Ben Affleck in the video and on the 1998 soundtrack for
Armageddon.
Answer: I Don't Want To Miss A Thing
23. Apparently being the child ofBhaal is a full-time job. But with Gorion's help, hopefully you can get safely
out of Candlekeep in the beginning of your journey to stop your half-brother Sarevok. FTP, name this Black
Isle RPG that has spawned a sequel.
Answer: Baldur's Gate
24. The Holocaust, Pearl Harbor, Hiroshima, Hitler, the moon landing, Watergate, the collision ofa comet with
Jupiter, the Gulf War, the election of Bill Clinton, the Oklahoma City bombing, and the assassinations of
Lincoln, Gandhi, JFK, RFK and Yitzhak Rabin. These were all encoded in the Torah in equidistant letter
sequences and decoded by Eliyahu Rips. FTP name this book written by Michael Drosnin, describing the
divine prophecies hidden in ancient Hebrew.
Answer: The Bible Code
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1. Name the director 30-20-10
30pts A Nightmare On Elm Street IV - The Dream Master
20pts Driven, The Long Kiss Goodnight
10pts Cliffhanger, Deep Blue Sea
Answer: Renny Harlan

2. For ten points each, given the mutant power of somebody in the X-Team paddock, name him or her.
He is blessed with the gift of teleportation, in addition to heightened agility and a devilish appearance
Answer: Nightcrawler
Like his daughter Siryn, he possesses a sonic scream which can be used to shatter objects, allow him to fly, or
induce unconsciousness.
Answer: Banshee
He possesses the ability to create duplicates of himself and usually reabsorb them at will
Answer: Jamie Madrox (accept the Multiple Man)
3. For ten points each, given a beer, identify its country of origin:
Sapporo
Answer: Japan
Abita
Answer: US
Aass Bock
Answer: Norway
4. Identify the Duran Duran album from songs on a 10-5 basis
1Opts - "Union Of The Snake"
5 pts - "The Reflex"
Answer: Seven And The Ragged Tiger
1Opts - "Lonely In Your Nightmare", "My Own Way"
5pts - "Hungry Like The Wolf'
Answer: Rio
lOpts - "Waiting For The Nightboat"
5pts - "Girls On Film", "Planet Earth"
Answer: Duran Duran
5. Given a Pittsburgh Pirate, name this position FTP each
Aramis Ramirez
Answer: 3rd base
Bronson Arroyo
Answer: Pitcher
nd
Pat Meares
Answer: 2 base
6. Identify the show 40-30-20-10-1
(40) It was on T.V.
(30) The main characters, including Jerry Steiner and Mikey Randall, monitored Santo Domingo High School
from a secluded upper room accessed by way of a false locker.
(20) In order to keep ahead of Ms. Musso and her helper Lemmer, "Mental Notes" were made into Jerry's
magic Rolodex, and many times they had to Synchronize Watches.
(10) My favorite character of course was Larry Kubiac, known as 'The Kube', the really large football player,
not really bright, and influenced mainly by food.
(1) At the time it was still on, it was listed in the TV Guide as Parker Lewis Can't Lose.
Answer: Parker Lewis Can't Lose
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'7. Its time for one of those damned conjoined boni. FFPE given the clues you name the person for example if!
say "South American country and Surrealist artist" you say "EI Salvador Dali". There may be some academic
stuff too.
(5) He was that judge during the Nixon trial and that fast food restaurant that gives you paper crowns on your
birthday.
Answer: Chief Justice Warren Berger King
(5) Lead guitarist for The Beatles and carpenter turned actor.
Answer: George Harrison Ford
(5) Author of "Maggie" and "Girl On The Streets" and Daniel San's signature move.
Answer: Stephen Crane Kick
(5) Author of "The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman" and "A Gathering of Old Men" and home city of the
Florida Gator's.
Answer: Ernest J Gainesville
(10) Here is a tough one. Three names! The singer of "Like a Rolling Stone" and "Mr. Tambourine Man",
author of "Portrait of the Artist as a Young Dog", and author of the "Summa Theologica."
Answer: Bob Dylan Thomas Aquinas
8. For 10pts each, given a Spiderman villains true identity, identify his costumed alter ego:
Cletus Kasady
Answer: Carnage
Dr. Curt Conners
Answer: Lizard
Maxwell Dillon
Answer: Electro
9. Well, were all in college. Let's talk about those fictional schools used in movies!
Given the movie, name the fictional setting for the stated number of points.
5pts - PCU
Answer: Port Chester University
10pts - Animal House
Answer: Faber University
15pts - Dead Poet's Society
Answer: Welton Academy
10. For five points each and a bonus for all five, given a liquor, tell whether it is bourbon, scotch, Tennessee
whisky, rye, or none of them
Jack Daniels
Answer: Tennessee whisky
Old Crow
Answer: bourbon
Remy Martin
Answer: none
Johnny Walker (Red Label) Answer: scotch
Johnny Walker (Black Label) Answer: scotch
11. Given songs by artists scheduled to play Warped Tour 2001, name the artist, 5-10-15.
(5) Down, All Mixed Up, Beautiful Disaster.
Answer: 311
(10) Covers of! Am a Rock, Sweet Caroline, and Me and Julio Down By the Schoolyard.
Answer: Me First and the Gimme Gimmes
(15) People That Are Going to Hell, Idea for a Movie, I've Got an Ape Drape.
Answer: The Vandals

; '12. Given an NBA player, name his college for five points each and a 5pt bonus for all
Theo Ratliff
Answer: Wyoming
Kenny Anderson
Answer: Georgia Tech
Bonzi Wells
Answer: Ball State
Larry Johnson
Answer: UNLV (Nevada Los Vegas)
John Aameachi
Answer: Penn State
13.30-20-10 Name that Beatle!
[30]He was born in Madras, India on November 24, 1941. His mother ran The Casbah Club where The Beatles
played and when he heard news of that they were going to Hamburg he asked to join the band.
[20]When The Beatles returned to Liverpool, his mother considered it "his" band and acted as their booking
agent. They were introduced into the Cavern Club. There he played drums on "My Bonnie" and the other tracks
recorded with Tony Sheridan for Bert Kaempfert in Germany.
[IO]Brian Epstien got an audition for The Beatles with George Martin. There they tried convincing Brian to
get rid of him permanently for a new drummer they heard and met in Hamburg. "Mersey Beat" broke the news
on August 23rd when they announced he was going to be replaced by Ringo Starr.
Answer Pete Best (accept RANDOLPH PETER BEST)
14. A lot of music groups were capable of putting out greatest hits CD. On a 10-5 basis I'll list some songs and
you name the group.
1Opts The Stake, True Fine Love, Serenade
5pts Fly Like an Eagle, The Joker and Take The Money And Run
Answer: The Steve Miller Band
10pts Misled, Big Fun, Victory, Too Hot, Fresh
5pts Celebration, Jungle Boogie, Ladies Night
Answer: Kool And The Gang
1Opts 1 Get Excited, Rock of Life, Taxi Dancing
5pts Jessie's Girl, I've done everything For You, Love is Alright Tonite
Answer: Rick Springfield
15. FFPE answer these questions about Calvin and Hobbes.
[5] What is the name of the super hero Calvin turns into?
Answer: Stupendous Man
[5] What is the name of Calvin's space hero character?
Answer: Spaceman Spiff
[5] This is the game Calvin plays with Hobbes that involves masks, flags, wickets, and balls.
Answer: Calvinball
[5] She is the babysitter who Calvin once played calvinball with him.
Answer: Rosalyn
[5] Calvin may have a mild crush on this little girl. She is earnest, serious, and smart.
Answer: Susie Derkins
16. Given a quote identify the movie FTP or from the year, the actor saying the quote and to whom for 5.
[10] "You forgot your briefcase!"
[5] 1993. Michael Douglas to some retreating thugs
Answer: Falling Down
[10] "I don't care about the money. I'm pulling back the curtain. 1 want to meet the wizard."
[5] 1997. Michael Douglas to Deborah Unger's character in the CRS building.
Answer: The Game
[10] "Sticking feathers up your butt does not make you a chicken."
[5] 1999. Brad Pitt to Edward Norton.
Answer: Fight Club
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"17. Given a pick in this years NFL draft, name his college coach for 10 points each
LaDainian Tomlinson
Answer: Dennis Fronchiote
Casey Rabach
Answer: Barry Alvarez
Kenyatta Walker
Answer: Steve Spurrier
18.30-20-10-1, name the song.
(30) We'd build a treefort in our yard, you could help, it wouldn't be that hard.
(20) I'd buy you a green dress, but not a real green dress, that's cruel.
(10) We wouldn't have to walk to the store, we'd take a limousine cause it costs more.
(1) If! had a million dollars, I'd buy your love.
Answer: If I Had a Million Dollars
19. FTPE, given the name of an album featured on MTV's Handpicked, name the artist. If you need a song by
the artist, you only get five points.
(10) Parachutes
(5) Yellow
Answer: Coldplay
(10) L.D. 50
(5) Dig
Answer: Mudvayne
(10) Reflection Eternal
(5) The Blast
Answer: Talib Kweli and Hi-Tek
20. For this bonus, I will give you a list of mixed drinks taken from www.mixed-drinks.com. Your job is to
name the ingredient common to all of them FTPE:
the Slow Comfortable Screw, the Caribbean Lover, the Hurricane Jane, and the Fuzzy Navel
orange JUICe
the Lounge Lizard, the Long Island Ice Tea, the Fat Ho on a Bike, and the Cuba Libre
cola (also accept Coca-Cola)
the Red Snapper, the Salty Dog, the White Russian, and the Harvey Wallbanger
vodka
21. Taken from the 1999 SBCCI Standard Building Code answer these following questions.
[5] It is an outdoor advertising display sign erected, constructed, or maintained above the roof of any building.
Answer: ROOF SIGN
[5] It is an approved listed detector sensing either visible or invisible particles of combustion.
Answer: SMOKE DETECTOR
[5] It's an unoccupied open space other than a court.
Answer: YARD
[10] This section explains the occupant load and means of egress capacity.
Answer: SECTION 1003
[5] This table displays the maximum speed for revolving doors.
Answer: TABLE 1012.3.3

